
Figure 2. Map of the Fram Strait area showing the simulated 
(blue line) and observed (red line) ice edges, the zonal transect at 
79oN used for the experiment (black line), the model domain 
(dotted line) and the area where wave data are extracted from the 
ECMWF re-analysis (gray box).

Figure 3. Left: Daily peak period Tm and significant wave height Hs taken from 
the ECMWF re-analysis and used to produce an incident wave spectrum. Center: 
Predicted MIZ extent according to floe size (pale green) and ice concentration 
(dark green). The gray line shows the observed position of ice edge (AMSR-E). 
Right: Minimum and maximum floe sizes allowed in the MIZ.
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Background and Objectives

Swell generated in the open ocean propagates remarkable distances into ice covered seas and can significantly affect sea ice dynamics by breaking large 
sheets in many smaller floes. Waves-in-ice and information about floe size are absent from today’s sea ice–ocean models. However, understanding  and 
predicting wave-ice interactions is very important for the safety of marine operations in the short-term and for better climate modeling at longer time 
scales.
The objectives are to layout the architecture of a comprehensive model of the marginal ice zone (MIZ) that includes waves, and to demonstrate the 
concept using a one-dimensional model. Representing dynamical processes associated with the MIZ in a sea ice-ocean coupled model requires:   a 
specific rheology for the MIZ;  a representation of waves-in-ice;  and a parameterization of ice breaking due to waves. Each of these are briefly 
described and preliminary results are presented.

Figure 1.   Flowchart diagram of the integrated MIZ model to be 
developed and validated during the Waves-in-Ice Forecasting for 
Arctic Operators Project (WIFAR 2010-2013).
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Waves-ice-ice Model

The wave scattering model of Kohout and Meylan (2008) is 
used to compute wave attenuation in the MIZ. For more 
details, see poster of Kohout et al. (#0021). 

Floe Breaking Parameterization
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The TOPAZ Fram Strait Sea Ice-Ocean Model

Proof of concept using a one-dimensional numerical implementation
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An ice plate of constant thickness will fail whenever:�
1) the flexural stress reaches the flexural strength σfc or;
2) the flexural strain reaches a maximum value εfc.

A critical wave amplitude is derived for both failure modes:

If A ≥ min(Aσ,Aε) the plate breaks up in many floes with a 
maximum size Dmax= λ/2. Fatigue is parameterized as σfc  

µσfc with µ < 1 following Langhorne et al. (1998). Flexural 
strength is taken from Timco et al. (1994). 

We present here a one-dimensional implementation of the 
framework described above as a way of testing components,  
parameterizations, and numerical schemes before its 
implementation in the HYCOM TOPAZ system. The goal is to 
compute the width of the MIZ in Fram Strait based floe size and 
properties of the floe size distribution.
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Main Results and Conclusion

•  The model produces reasonable values for the width 
of the MIZ given the numerous assumptions (deep 
water wave dispersion, one-point wave source, mean 
direction instead of directional spectrum, etc.)

•  Ice concentration does not capture the location of 
the MIZ.

•  Maximum floe size < 100m in qualitative agreement 
with observations (e.g. Toyota et al. 2010).

•  Preliminary results in one dimension show the 
relevance of the architecture.

Future Work

•  Implement in two dimensions in HYCOM.
•  Validate in Fram Strait (WIFAR cruise Sep. 2010).
•  Refine waves-in-ice models and parameterizations. 

Parameter  Symbol  Value 

Flexural strength  σfc 0.6 MPa 
Maximum flexural strain  µεfc 3.5 × 10-5 

Fa2gue  µ 0.6 – 1.0 
Sea water density  ρw 1025 kg m-3 

Gravita2onal accelera2on  g 9.81 m s-2 

Cri2cal floe size  Dc 500 m 
Ice Young’s Modulus  E 0.5 MPa 
Poisson’s ra2o  ν 0.3 
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A nested configuration of HYCOM has been set-up in Fram Strait at a 
3.5-km resolution. Boundary conditions are provided by TOPAZ system 
which is the Arctic monitoring and forecasting system of MyOcean.

Sea ice dynamics is modeled using a dual rheology composed of the 
elastic-viscous-plastic (EVP) rheology and a novel rheology for the MIZ 
developed at the NERSC based on the ideas of Shen et al. (1987). This 
formulation needs a criterion that will determine the dynamical regime. 
The current version uses an ice concentration threshold (mainly for 
testing purposes), but the objective is to include waves and use a 
criterion based on floe size. 
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